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Briefly
It’s always hard to believe when another season is crossing an-
other year’s threshold. As mushroom years go, 2007 paled in 
comparison with 2006. We wait with baited breath, taste buds 
and a pretty cool microscope for what 2008 will bring. 

First, and new to the new year, is our annual banquet. Jojo Kwong has planned the 
event for January 12. We’re going back to Chinese cuisine with this year, after a few 
years’ ventures into Italian and the Russian triplex of banquets at Tatiana’s. All good 
and thanks to Jojo for jumping in.

The fungal surveys will continue. Our own Central Park survey has suffered from a 
few unexpected circumstances, including the departure from this area of one of the 
survey leaders. But, Gary Lincoff expects us to be able to pick it up again in 2008. Paul 
Sadowski reports briefly on the Greenbrook Sanctuary mycological survey that was 
begun this year, and he will give a more complete description in the third winter lec-
ture of the 2008 Emil Lang series on March 30. 

The lectures are, as always, at the American Museum of Natural History, where we 
have also been invited to lectures and programs in addition to the Lang series in the 
past. Most recently, several of us showed up to be in a documentary on mushrooms 
being shot by a Toronto production group. 

In the near future, the Downtown Community Center in Tribeca will be opening its 
doors, which will provide an alternative meeting place to the museum and will be able 
to accommodate our much missed cooking events in the new facility’s purportedly 
ample kitchen. Although we are going to miss the intimate cooking parties and ID ses-
sions at Maria’s loft, the new space will enable larger groups to participate.

Not unrelated to the gap in cooking, tasting and the miscellaneous events that did 
not happen in 2007, I think, has been the recent explosion of communication via the 
listserv. The discussions have been really lively and seem to point out our desire to 
meet more, either in person or online. Adam Rosenberg, our webmaster, has been 
working hard to redesign the website to give us many choices for online forums, ex-
changes and archives. He reports on these changes on page 2. Between the new web-
site and the new meeting headquarters on the near horizon, it looks like we’ll be able 
to weather the vagaries of the mushroom years ahead. 

Happy New Year! 

January 12 NYMS Banquet: Imperial 
Palace Restaurant, Queens
Emil Lang Winter Lecture Series
Taking place on the following Sundays 
from 1 to 4 pm:
January 27—Gary Lincoff: A short mush-
room play, “The Faustian Mycologist,” 
and a slide-illustrated talk on some of the 
most interesting mushrooms in the world.
February 24—NYMS Business meeting
March 30—Paul Sadowski: The Fog of 
Mycology, Lessons Learned at Green-
brook Sanctuary.
April 13—Elinoar Shavit: The Why, 
Which, and How of using “Medicinal 
Mushrooms” in the Daily Diet

All lectures and the annual business meet-
ing are in the Linder Auditorium of the 
American Museum of Natural History. 
Enter through any door in the museum 
and let the guards know that you are at-
tending a New York Mycological Society 
meeting. Entrance is free.
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Breaking news and announcements
New York Mycological 
Society Business 
New Website Within Sight
The renovation of the NYMS website is 
almost complete. We’ve developed a real 
web community site that will not only 
list events and walks, but also will con-
tain articles and news items, as well as 
a member forum and custom member 
photo albums. Members can upload pho-
tos to their albums, submit articles and 
news, vote in polls and gain access to a 
Downloads section, which will contain 
archives of past newsletters and other in-
teresting items.

We know you love the listserv for in-

The Mushroom Year in Review
By Dennis Aita

2007 was not a great mushroom year. Early on it looked like it would be a really good 
morel season as the early spring was cool and wet. But like so many morel seasons 
in recent years, as soon as it started to warm up in April, the rains stopped and the 
ground in many areas, especially up north, became dry. It took a long time to warm up 
and for the first time that I can remember, the club found no morels on its first hunt in 
late April and very few the following week. 

July and August were the best collecting months of the year. With lots of June and 
early July rains, chanterelles and good edible summer boletes (Boletus variipes, B. no-
bilis, and B. separans) were abundant. (Along with Lactarius hygrophoroides, they are 
some of the earliest good edibles to come out in the summer in our area.) Rainfall was 
a little spotty the rest of the summer in our region but for several weeks the tables 
were filled with mushrooms at our Monday night ID sessions. All sorts of colorful cor-
als, Russulas, chanterelle species, Lactarii, and boletes showed up. Most of the corals, 
many of the Lactarii and some of the boletes didn’t get identified on these evenings 
but my records show that 25 bolete species were recorded from the mid-August Beech 
Brook walk and at least 18 Lactarius species (including 5 good edibles) made it to the 
tables and were identified on another night. 

By late August precipitation was down, and September and October proved to be 
disappointing for most of our choice edible mushrooms. Yes, there were puffballs—
large and small—but few honeys or hens. Members started to find chicken mushrooms 
(mostly Laetiporus sulphureus) in these drier months, which, once again, indicates to 
me that chicken mushrooms don’t seem to like the combination of hot and wet condi-
tions. Usually I find the white-pored chicken mushroom (L. cincinnatus) during the 
warmer summer months when it is not very wet. I saw very few of them this year.

Just enough mushrooms made it to the ID sessions in September and October to 
make it interesting. Particularly interesting was the large collection brought in from 
Westchester of rather large Agaricus mushrooms in the placomyces group. Most com-
mon in our area is Agaricus placomyces, which characteristically has lots of dark fibrils 
on the cap especially around the disk, often stains yellow at the base of the stem when 
cut, and has that unpleasant phenolic odor. This collection didn’t show any of these 
characteristics and the mushrooms were significantly larger than usual with large bul-

formation distribution, but the forum on 
the community website will give us much 
more flexibility. It’s an excellent place to 
discuss mycology, share ideas, stories and 
photos, get help with Mushroom ID, and 
disseminate information. Categorized fo-
rums will separate information by topic 
and maintain this information in an eas-
ily accessible location for future reference 
and leisurely perusal. 

It’s a major improvement in content 
and presentation and we hope you’ll par-
ticipate. Your input will be what makes 
the new site work. Any Society member 
can visit it at www.newyorkmyc.org, and 
register as a user. 

Adam Rosenberg

Cont. p. �
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Field Notes
. .

The Greenbrook Mycological Survey
Beginning in early June of this year, a group of volunteers from the 

NYMS and the Greenbrook Sanctuary, itself a membership organization, 
began a survey of fungal species in the 165-acre tract in Tenafly, NJ.

The goal of this study was to provide a counterpoint to a survey under-
taken in 1949 by Guy Nearing (one of the five founding members of the 
NYMS) who was, at that time, the Santuary’s Naturalist. Nancy Slowik, the 
current Naturalist and Director of Greenbrook, was also interested in seeing 
how the contemporary fungal population might reflect the ecological chang-
es that have occurred in the decades since the 1949 study.

The volunteers have gathered and vouchered 440 specimens from the prop-
erty to date, with approximately 190 species identified. Our NYMS Monday 
night ID sessions played an important role in the identifications.

The Palisades Nature Association was established in 1946 under the aegis 
of the Palisades Interstate Park Commission to operate the Sanctuary. The 
Sanctuary is a roughly bowl-shaped expanse formed by ridges on its western 
boundary that shield it from the busy Palisades Parkway, and on the east by the 
Palisades themselves which provide magnificent prospects of the Hudson River 
and beyond. The central lowland features a man-made pond with an adjacent, also 
man-made, bog. Several streams criss-cross the land, eventually tumbling over the 
250-foot cliffs.

The forest is typical of the Palisades heights with oak, hickory and black birch 
populating the ridges while red maple, elm, sweet gum and tulip poplar hold the 
wetter lowlands. The understory includes mountain laurel, spice bush, witch hazel, 
blueberry and over 20 varieties of ferns.

Guy Nearing was appointed as the first Naturalist in 1946 and was responsible for 
laying out most of the 6.5 miles of trails that traverse the landscape. An expert botanist, 
he undertook plantings of native wildflowers, formed the bog and placed Greenbrook 
on its path as a laboratory for scientific endeavors.

His 1949 fungal survey includes over 161 species. Included among them are: 89 gilled 
species, 42 polypores and lignicolous species, 12 boletes and 18 ascomycetes. Our list, 
to date, includes approximately 101 gilled species, 43 polypores and lignicolous spe-
cies, 18 boletes, 22 ascomycetes and 6 myxomycetes. 

The area that displayed the greatest diversity was, not surprisingly, the area around 
the pond. The next most diverse population came from the wood debris in all sectors 
of the Sanctuary. The survey will continue through the winter, albeit at less frequent 
intervals than the weekly visits that were made during the growing season. We should 
be in a position to sight the first morels of the spring in 2008, (or in January[?], if we 
are again visited with 70-degree temperatures as we had in 2007). We have posted 
photographs of some of the collection at: http://picasaweb.google.com/greenbrook-
cal/GreenbrookMushroomSurvey

In her excellent article, “A Mycological Florilegium: Fungal Communities” 
(McIlvanea, Vol. 17, No. 1, 2007, pp 27-32), Else C. Vellinga summarizes nearly 20 
papers describing studies similar to ours. It is clear from this reading that surveys 
of this type often run far longer than the 12 months that we originally planned. 
Indeed, 2007 was not a good year to be gathering mushrooms, as many of you can 
attest. Mushroom fruitings, from the morel season through the autumn were poor at 
best. In addition, Greenbrook is situated on a rocky ridge, so what moisture that does 
fall is quickly wicked away by the winds that so often follow rainy periods. Thus, be-
tween the generally unhelpful weather in our area and the difficult microclimate at the 

Greenbrook Sanctuary, maintained by 
the Palisades Nature Association
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Oh My Goshen!
Report and Photo by Jean Held
I came across Dan Madura selling his mushrooms and organic produce at two farm-

ers markets on the streets of New York City. Depending on which species 
are fruiting, he offers oysters, portabello/crimini, maitake, shiitake, and is 
looking into growing chanterelles, black morels, and reishi. 

For generations Dan Madura’s family has farmed the land in Goshen, 
New York, where between 12,000 and 20,000 years ago the receding gla-
cier deposited some of the world’s most fertile soil, “Black-dirt Muck.”* 
The first things you are likely to hear from him are the nutritional and 
medicinal values of his produce and then his dedication to using and 
recycling all organic materials. When Dan’s mushroom logs and straw 
are spent he turns them, and the old mycelia that were growing within, 
into the soil to combat nematodes and other soil pathogens.

Dan made history when he initiated mushroom farming in New 
York. In 1977 he pursued his interest in nature by studying the life 
sciences, biology, microbiology, and law (a good idea for a mushroom 
farmer) at Orange County College, Mount St. Mary, and SUNY New 
Paltz, but he credits John Mitchell (deceased) from Lambert Co.** 
in Pennsylvania for teaching him the finer arts of mushroom propa-
gation.

You can find Dan on Thursdays at Broadway and 114 St., on 
Fridays on 97th St. between Amsterdam and Columbus Avenues, 

on Saturdays at Grand Army Plaza (Brooklyn), and on Sundays at Tompkins Square 
Park in the East Village.

*For more information on New York State’s “Black-Dirt Region,” see: http://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Black_Dirt_Regionor: http://www.nytimes.com/2007/10/24/
dining/24onio.html?ex=1350878400&en=173b85bc2303e972&ei=5124&partner=per
malink&exprod=permalink

**http://www.lambertspawn.com/history.htm
Contact information: Dona Madura, Madura Farms, 12 Highland Avenue, 

Middletown, NY 10940.

Mycopolis

Mycopolis: a new occasional series 
So much of mycophagy for those of us living in the city begins not with hunting in 
woods, meadows, or beaches. No, for much of the year our forays lead us to markets 
and restaurants found all over the five boroughs of New York City. Whether gourmet, 
ethnic, or farmer’s markets, what we find there can be surprising and novel. What 
about all those mysterious dried mushrooms available in Chinatown? What gourmet 
market has the freshest and biggest selection? Which chef has a feel for fungus?

We were inspired to suggest a new series by the report above, sent to us by Jean Held, 
our first entry. Let’s pool our knowledge! Send us short, casual reports describing the 
mushroom and its source.  Please share your finds—there’s a lot of oddball stuff out 
there, much of it delicious. Write up a short description that includes salient infor-
mation and if you can, snap a picture (you can even use your phone) and email it to 
pamkray@mindspring.com. 

Dan’s mushrooms attract serious and nov-
ice mushroom consumers, as well as local 
restaurant chefs, photographers, environ-
mentalists, curious children and adults. 
Pictured with him: Ms. Columbia Fiero
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Mushrooms in the News
1. Of course, the truffle price:

£102,275: a truffle worth 10 times its weight in gold—and to-
night it’s being eaten
By Susie Mesure, The Independent, November 18, 2007
For top London chefs, lavish banquets starring the crown jewel of the kitchen are but 
a distant memory. The rocketing cost of fresh white truffles, which fetched 10 times 
the value of gold in one auction last week, means Italy’s Tuber magnatum Pico is off 
the menu.

Not so in Hong Kong, where this evening one of the world’s richest men will treat 50 
of his closest friends and business associates to a five-course feast starring a 750g gem 
that became the world’s most expensive white truffle after it was snaffled for HK$1.63m 
(£102,275) at a charity auction.

Li Sze Lim, a property magnate from Guangzhou, China, teamed wallets with two 
fellow property developers to outbid global truffle gourmets to get his hands on one of 
this season’s rarest specimens. After a dry summer, white truffles from Alba, in Italy’s 
Piedmont region, are in scarce supply, which has sent their cost soaring. Billy Drabble, 
head chef at the London restaurant Aubergine, said it was the worst white truffle sea-
son in almost a decade. “You will price yourself out of the market if you use them this 
year.”

Trade prices hit £3,500 a kilo at the start of the brief season, which lasts from October 
to December, although they have since fallen back to £2,700. At Harrods, white truffles 
cost £5,500 a kilo, and at Selfridges, £5,000 a kilo.

The other way to get your hands on them is via the world’s first online truffle auc-
tion, which was launched last month in an attempt to “democratize” the delicacy. So 
far though, Tony Howell, founder of whitetruffleauction.com, admitted his only takers 
had been “high net-worth individuals”.

Heaven scent: An odour that overwhelms the senses
What is so special about white truffles? If you have to ask, you haven’t had one. You 

haven’t inhaled an aroma that takes over the senses, as if you have walked into a cave 
that reeks of damp earth, strong cheese, natural gas, mould, musk and compost. You 
haven’t lived. The appeal is more that of aroma than taste, but then so much of what 
we taste is dictated by smell. Pervasive, invasive and divisive, the aroma is so powerful 
that when stored with eggs, it will penetrate the shells.

Because white truffles lose both taste and odour when cooked, they are often served 
raw, finely shaved over simple salads of raw beef carpaccio or wild porcini mushrooms. 
But I believe you get the very best out of them by shaving them over a hot dish at the 
last minute. They are particularly potent over omelettes, scrambled eggs, risotto, po-
lenta and pasta dishes.

—Sent to us by Jim Trappe, Department of Forest Science, Oregon State University

2. An unexpected development: 

Aquatic Psathyrella
By Paul Fattig, Mail Tribune, November 20, 2007
SHADY COVE—Hydrologist Robert Coffan knew he was looking at something very 
unusual in the knee-deep summer waters of the upper Rogue River.

Here were gilled mushrooms, swaying in the main current of the clear, cold river in 
early July through late September. “But since gilled mushrooms do not live and grow 
underwater, I was real nervous” about approaching a mycological expert, admitted the 
adjunct professor at Southern Oregon University.

Indeed, Darlene Southworth, a retired SOU biology professor, was plenty skeptical 

Remember! 43
DUES! 2008 membership payment is due 
in January at the rates of Individuals: $15 
($20 for new members) and Families: $25 
($30 for new members). Make checks pay-
able to the New York Mycological Society. 
If you wish to become a member of 
NAMA (the North American Mycological 
Association), make a separate check for 
$32, payable to NAMA and mail it with 
the NYMS dues to Charles Luce, Treasurer, 
518 Gregory Ave. #C312, Weehawken, NJ 
07086. See the membership coupon in this 
issue.

Stay responsibly in touch with us. If 
your telephone number, mailing or email 
address changes, please contact Paul 
Sadowski, Secretary with your new in-
formation. An additional note for listserv 
users: please remember to set your spam 
filter to be able to receive listserv emails. 

NYMS walks policy: We meet when pub-
lic transportation arrives. Check the walks 
schedule for other transportation notes. 
Walks last 5-6 hours and are of moderate 
difficulty except where noted. Bring lunch, 
water, knife, and a basket for mushrooms. 
Leaders have discretion to cancel walks in 
case of rain or very dry conditions. Be sure 
to check your email or contact the walk 
leader before a walk to see if it has been 
canceled for some reason. Non-members’ 
attendance is $5.  

Warning: Many mushrooms are toxic. 
Neither the Society nor individual mem-
bers are responsible for the identification 
or edibility of any fungus.
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Mycophagy, ,
Hen of the Woods Vegetarian Stew 
By Elinor Shavit
[Editor’s note: The newsletter’s fall issue included a wonderful article from Elinoar 
Shavit on both the health properties and the gathering, preservation and prepara-
tion of hen of the woods mushrooms (Grifola frondosa). Unfortunately limited print 
space excluded the following recipe from Elinoar. I hope you have saved some hens 
for this.]

This basic preparation can be altered to create a variety of dishes. It can also be 
used as a filling (for puff pastry, on top of pizza, in calzones, in quiches and pies, 
and more). I often use it as chunky mushroom sauce (following the preparation 
up to the note below), and serve it over pasta, gnocchi, rice, spaghetti squash, 
or steak. 

For a hearty main course fit for a cold fall dinner, I add sautéed beef cubes or 
thick slices of country sausage, browned on all sides, and potatoes (I cube and 
microwave them to an “al dente” stage first). 

 
5 oz. dry Hen of the Woods pieces, about 2-3 generous handfuls, or a small fresh 
Hen of the Woods. If using fresh mushroom, adjust the flavors after cooking.
4 cups hot chicken, vegetable, or mushroom broth to soak the mushrooms
5 medium garlic cloves, halved lengthwise
1 medium yellow onion, cut into large cubes 
1/2 cup good dry white wine (or beer)
2 tbsp orange juice (optional)
1/4 cup extra virgin olive oil
8 small Yukon Gold potatoes, pealed, quartered and microwaved on high for 4 min-
utes (see above) just before adding to the dish (optional). 
1 small carrot, sliced thickly
1 small celery rib, sliced thickly
1 tbsp Italian seasoning, a well-balanced mixture of dried marjoram, thyme, rose-
mary, savory, sage, oregano and basil. 
1/4 tsp dried crushed hot pepper flakes (optional)
1/4 tsp roughly ground black pepper
1/4 tsp cumin (optional)
2 bay leaves
4 tbsp chopped flat-leaf parsley
2 tbsp chopped scallions, chives or additional parsley, for decoration
Salt to taste (taste liquids before adding any salt) 

 
If using dry mushrooms: gently boil the broth, remove from the heat, and add the 

dried mushrooms to it. Make sure that the liquid covers the mushroom pieces. After 
about 1 hour, shake the mushrooms in the liquid, squeeze the pieces to release excess 
liquids back into the soaking pot, set the pieces aside, and reserve soaking liquid.

Bring the soaking liquids to a boil and reduce to about 2 1/2 cups. Remove from the 
heat.

Heat a large, heavy skillet and add bay leaves, black pepper, red pepper flakes, Italian 
seasoning, cumin, and olive oil. Stir well. Add roughly chopped onions and sliced gar-
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lic. Stirring often, sauté until onions turn slightly golden. Watch out not to burn the 
garlic and spices, they will turn bitter. Add celery and carrots, and then the 
mushroom pieces. Stir well. Slowly add white wine, orange juice, and 
reduced soaking liquids (watch for grit).

Lower the heat. Stirring occasionally, sauté until the 
juices have reduced slightly, about 5 minutes. Taste 
and add salt if necessary.

 Note—at this point the mushroom 
mixture can be served over freshly 
cooked pasta, rice, or gnocchi. It can 
be further reduced and poured over 
steak, or added to mashed potatoes 
(along with some additional fresh 
ground black pepper and butter) to 
make filling for puff-pastry, roulade, 
crepes, or vegetarian stuffed cabbage.

 Preheat the oven to 375–400˚ F. 
Microwave the potato chunks (al dente) Flour 
and brown beef cubes if it is beef meal. Choose a 
deep, ovenproof, serving dish, big enough to hold the potatoes 
and mushroom mixture. Wipe the dish with olive oil and place the microwaved potato 
pieces (and browned beef ) in it. Sprinkle with chopped parsley, salt and some black 
pepper. Pour the mushrooms and their juices over the potatoes evenly. Mix minimally, 
just to incorporate the ingredients. Cover the dish with aluminum foil, and bake for 30 
minutes. Remove from the oven and let stand, covered, for 5-10 minutes. Remove the 
foil, sprinkle with chopped scallions or parsley, and serve hot.

bous stems. Just for some fun we cut one up and heated it in a pan. Almost immedi-
ately a strong unpleasant smell came from the pan. At that point no one was going to 
try them. But some people are able to get beyond that odor and do eat the Agaricus in 
this group. Some of them get sick; some don’t.  

November remained unseasonably mild. On the weekend before Thanksgiving Paul 
Sadowski and Aaron Norarevian accompanied English mycologist Henry Beker (who 
now lives in Belgium) on a quest to find Hebelomas. (These mostly medium-sized my-
corrhizal mushrooms in the Cortinarius family often have brownish, viscid caps and 
smell of radish.) Surprisingly, Henry was able to return home with around 10 local col-
lections, most of them from eastern Long Island. And while some of us ate mushrooms 
for Thanksgiving Henry almost certainly didn’t eat any Hebelomas! As far as I know 
many of them are reported to be very poisonous—one reason why almost no one has 
any interest in them.

Aita, cont. from p.2 

Sanctuary, we think that 2008 should bring another round of picking and vouchering, 
in better conditions we hope, to adequately assess fungal activity.

Our thanks go to Kirsten Knaup, Ann Cavanugh (GS), Louise Shirley, Regina Ryan, 
Alice Barner, Laura Audino (GS), Sally Im, Chris Jordan, Charles Luce, Myung Pagliaro, 
Karen Schechner, Gary Lincoff, Don Suess (GS), Bill Williams, Gretchen Van Matre, 
Aaron Norarevian and Dennis Aita for their help on the trail and off.

We’ll soon be making an appeal to you all to again spend a few afternoons tromping 
through the cliffs of Greenbrook in pursuit of our query.

On March 30, 2008, I have agreed to make a presentation, as part of the NYMS Emil 
Lang Lecture Series, expanding on the points made in the lines above.

Sadowski, cont. from p.3 

Photos by Elinor Shavit
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when he broached the subject. Although she was impressed by underwater photo-
graphs taken by Coffan, she wanted to see the evidence firsthand.

Not only did she witness the mushrooms found by Coffan, but she discovered others 
during an August visit to a stretch of the north fork of the river within a few miles of 
Woodruff Bridge in the Rogue River-Siskiyou National Forest. “There are no known 
gilled mushrooms living underwater,” Southworth explained. “And this is not a slime 
mold or anything like that. These are regular gilled mushrooms.

“We believe this is a new species,” she concluded of the mush-
rooms that are typically about 10 centimeters tall with 
caps that are about 2 centimeters wide.

The find was unveiled Monday night at the November 
meeting of the Upper Rogue Watershed Association, 
for whom Coffan had prepared a water assessment last 
year.

Dubbed Psathyrella aquatic, the mushroom is be-
ing introduced to the broader scientific community in 
a 14-page paper submitted Nov. 9 to the science journal 
Mycologia. The paper was written by Coffan in collabo-
ration with Southworth and Jonathan Frank, a laboratory 
technician at SOU.

Coffan credits Southworth, who now conducts research 
under a National Science Foundation grant at the univer-
sity, for focusing on mycorrhizal fungi, and Frank for the 
paper and much of the research in determining the mush-
room’s uniqueness.

Up at Oregon State University, Matt Trappe, a doctor-
al candidate in forest mycology, says Coffan has found a 
unique mushroom. He and his father, Jim Trappe, a retired 
U.S. Forest Service mycologist who now teaches in OSU’s 
botany and plant pathology department, were consulted on 
the find.

“As far as we’ve determined, this is a first in Oregon as well as a first in the world,” 
Matt Trappe said of gilled mushrooms living in water. “We’re not aware of anything 
at all like this in mycology where the reproductive mushroom structure appears to be 
perennially underwater.

“If this evolved in Oregon, what are the odds it can be found in streams and rivers 
around the world?” he asked. “This raises all kinds of questions about spore disburse-
ment and evolution.”

There are more questions than answers at this point, acknowledged Coffan, who 
originally discovered the water-dwelling gilled mushrooms in summer 2005. None of 
the mushrooms were found in slack water, he noted.

A DNA analysis at SOU’s Bio Tech Center and a cross-check of references and ex-
perts, including mycologists at the University of Minnesota, determined the mush-
rooms belonged to the genus Psathyrella, Southworth said. Samples were sent to OSU 
and to San Francisco State University.

There are about 600 known species of Psathyrella, all terrestrial, she said. “How do 
we identify them? We look at the morphology—the form, the shape and the DNA,” she 
said.

It has a small bell-shaped cap, a thin stipe (stem) and gills underneath, she said. They 
examined the cells in the cap and made a spore print.

Researchers have ruled out the possibility the mushrooms were growing along the 
banks and were merely submerged by rising waters brought on by snowmelt. The 
mushrooms were found in the spring-fed “base” flow of the river, Coffan said, noting 
that flow is consistent and keeps the mushrooms submerged. The mushrooms tend to 

In the News, cont. from p. 5 

Psathyrella Aquatic
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grow on submerged wood but can also be found growing in the gravel, Southworth 
said. “These are growing in the same place for three months,” she said, adding they have 
been found as late as Sept. 21.

Although there are some known freshwater aquatic fungi, this is the only known 
gilled mushroom that grows underwater, she reiterated.

“We noticed there is a gas bubble underwater,” she said. “When we pulled the mush-
room out, we could hold it up for some seconds before the spore burst. But they would 
not be uniformly distributed. They would stick to the cap, to the stipe, to Jonathan’s 
fingers.” They don’t know what the gas is, she noted.

They are also intrigued by its three-month fruiting season. “That’s way long for 
mushrooms,” she observed.

As for their edibility, Southworth figures the waterborne mushrooms are too small 
to warrant collecting for food. However, several of the terrestrial Psathyrella are edible, 
although most have never been tested as a food source, according to her research.

“There is no reason it would go toxic,” she observed of a member of the genus grow-
ing in water.

Meanwhile, Coffan, Southworth and Frank plan to return to the area to conduct 
further research to try to determine the extent of the mushroom’s habitat. They also 
want to check out other streams in the region for evidence of the mushrooms. “But it 
will be next summer before that is feasible,” she said. “Right now we can describe this 
one river: It’s aerated, cold, clear, steady flow. But we want to find out how the spores 
are dispersed.”

“And we want to find out how unique the habitat is,” Coffan said. “We have a whole 
new area to look for mushrooms now. It’s mind-boggling.”

3. Misuse it and lose it:

Dutch ban hallucinogenic mushrooms
By Toby Sterling, Associated Press 10/12/07
The Netherlands will ban the sale of hallucinogenic mushrooms, the government an-
nounced Friday, tightening the country’s famed liberal drug policies after the suicide 
of an intoxicated teenage girl.

The ban—in response to the death and other highly publicized adverse reactions 
involving the fungus—is the latest backlash against the freewheeling policies of the 
past.

Mushrooms “will be outlawed the same way as other drugs,” Justice Minister Ernst 
Hirsch Ballin told reporters in The Hague. “The way we will enforce the ban is through 
targeting sellers.”

Psilocybin, the main active chemical in the mushrooms, has been illegal under inter-
national law since 1971. However, fresh mushrooms continued to be sold legally in the 
Netherlands along with herbal medicines in so-called “smart-shops,” on the theory that 
it was impossible to determine how much psilocybin any given mushroom contains.

That meant mushrooms were less regulated than marijuana, which is technically il-
legal but sold openly in small amounts in “coffee shops.” Possession of “hard” drugs like 
cocaine, LSD and ecstasy is illegal.

The government has cracked down on hard drugs and tightened controls on mari-
juana. It was expected to do the same with mushrooms after the death of 17-year-
old Gaelle Caroff, who had suffered from psychological problems before her death in 
March. She jumped from a building after eating psychedelic mushrooms while on a 
school visit. But the outright ban came as a surprise. The government had solicited ad-
vice from vendors, advocacy groups and the city of Amsterdam, which benefits greatly 
from drug-related tourism, on how to improve the situation.

Mushroom vendors suggested stricter ID controls to prevent underage buyers, and 
strong warnings against mixing mushrooms with other drugs. Amsterdam Mayor Job 
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Cohen had suggested a three-day “cooling off” period between ordering them and us-
ing them.

The Justice Ministry decided those measures did not go far enough.
The problem with mushrooms is that “it’s impossible to estimate what amount will 

have what effect,” spokesman Wim Van der Weegen said. Around 500,000 “doses” of 
packaged mushrooms are sold here annually. According to a study published in January 
by Amsterdam’s health services, the city’s emergency services were summoned 148 
times to deal with a bad reaction to mushrooms in 2004-2006. Of those 134 were for-
eigners, with Britons forming the largest group.

Denmark outlawed mushrooms in 2001, Japan in 2002, Britain in 2005 and Ireland 
in 2006. Selling psilocybin-containing mushrooms is illegal in the U.S., but the status 
varies from state to state for spores, homegrown and wild species.

Marjan Heuving, a spokeswoman for the country’s Trimbos Institute, a drug policy 
think-tank, said mushrooms are not toxic and themselves pose no physical risk to us-
ers. But she agreed that people’s reaction to them is unpredictable, depending on fac-
tors such as weight; how much food they have eaten recently; their past drug experi-
ence; psychological health; and the setting in which they are taken. “The main danger 
to the user is that he will somehow hurt himself,” she said. “I should add that that’s 
extremely rare.”

Since Caroff’s death, a number of other dramatic stories involving mushrooms have 
been reported in the Dutch press, including a 22-year-old British tourist who ran amok 
in a hotel, breaking his window and slicing his hand badly.

“It’s a shame, the media really blew this up into a big issue,” said Chloe Collette, own-
er of the FullMoon smart-shop in Amsterdam. She said each case also involved the use 
of alcohol—against the advice of sellers—but it was the mushrooms that were blamed. 
She said that many herbal medicines have quietly been outlawed as well. “Every two 
months they’re banning something. Ephedra, yohimbe, herbal ‘Ecstasy,’ and now this,” 
she said. “I don’t know if we can survive in the future.”

Since 2001, the government has gradually pared back the number of marijuana-sell-
ing coffee shops by refusing to renew licenses to stores in undesirable locations, such 
as near schools. Coffee shops in the southern city of Maastricht have begun demand-
ing fingerprints from customers to ensure they aren’t buying too much in one day. 
Growers, including household growers, have been more aggressively targeted for pros-
ecution.

The Netherlands remains a major Ecstasy producer, but has won praise from 
Washington for the crackdown. Seizures of a ton or more of cocaine from ships dock-
ing in the Port of Rotterdam—Europe’s largest—have become routine.

Murat Kucuksen, whose farm Procare supplies about half the psychedelic mush-
rooms on the Dutch market, predicted the trade will move underground as a result of 
the ban. Prices will rise, and dealers will sell dried mushrooms, or LSD as a substitute, 
to tourists with no guidance. “So you’ll have a rise in incidents but they won’t be re-
corded as mushroom-related, and the politicians can declare victory,” he said.

4. A very good son:

Mushrooms for Mommy 
From the Associated Press
A Thai air force pilot has been suspended from flying duties after allegedly landing his 
helicopter in the countryside to collect wild mushrooms for his mother. The air force 
ordered the suspension and began investigating after villagers in the western province 
of Kanchanaburi reported the incident to police. Villagers said that a helicopter had 
circled a jungle clearing before landing, and when some of them went to investigate, 
they found that the pilot had left. When the pilot eventually returned, he told them he 
had been collecting mushrooms for his mother.
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